Andrew Pearson’s Signature Glass
Vanities is the newest addition to everything we have
to offer. Some of the most sought after designers and
publications have already used the glass offered in
this exclusive program and now it is available through
to the trade. The program will consist of eight types of
glass in two styles;
FUZION and Mirrored Crackle Ice.
FUZION glass architectural elements and
surfaces are crafted one at a time. The process we use
to fuse glass to glass yield a surface of uncommon
depth and illusionary definition.
Natural inclusions and bubbles that are created in the
process enhance the artisanal beauty of our glass.
Glass, like stone, is one of the most durable and resilient natural surfaces. Our carefully
defined heating and cooling processes increase the
inherent hardness of our glass.
Andrew Pearson has developed fused glass
technologies to create our line of thick glass
architectural elements and surfaces in a
production environment. With fine tuned
processes in place, we launched our ultra-thick fused
glass products for commercial and
residential applications under the name FUZION.
The Mirrored Crackle Ice was first shown in
Kip’s Bay Decorator Show Home. Using the
lamination procedure of bonding glass to glass in
combination with another process we pioneered, we
“crackle” the middle layer of tempered glass to create
a remarkable illusion of broken glass, which remains
completely safe to use in any application.
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fall market tabloid
1. Fabrik steel framework system with terra-cotta inserts by Shildan. shildan.com. circle 899
2. Houdini low-iron textured channel glass by Bendheim. bendheimwall.com. circle 900
3. Madras Punto xl-n Cristalli light-transmitting glass in blue by Vitrealspecchi. vitrealspecchi.co.uk.
circle 901
4. Laser-Cut Metal Collection aluminum sheets by Móz Designs. mozdesigns.com. circle 902
5. Atelier Domingue doors in steel and glass by Chateau Domingue. chateaudomingue.com. circle 903
6. Glass panels laminated with 3M dichroic film by Andrew Pearson. andrewpearsondesign.com.
circle 904
7. Scenescape Architect series patio doors in wood with aluminum cladding by Pella. pella.com.
circle 905
8. Lightben Kaos 3D black-silver mirror in polycarbonate and acrylic by Bencore. bencore.it.
circle 906
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How To Buy Andrew Pearson Custom Glass:
When placing an order for Andrew Pearson Custom Glass there are a few key things to
remember:
- Convey to them that they need to know to add a MINIMUM of 1/2 inch to 1 inch of 		
overhang to vanity.
- They need to decide on type of glass. If Fuzion you will need to be sure to choose a sub 		
straight.
- Decide on vessel or sink and make sure to mark where the holes are on the template
accordingly
- Make sure to mark the faucet placement in regards to the sink or vessel on your
template
- Edge detail is important if you choose Fuzion. You have the options to choose flat or
cove edge, mark order form accordingly.
- Be sure to mark which crackle color you are ordering and if choosing fusion be sure to 		
select ultra clear vs. clear.
- If choosing Fuzion be sure to mark which texture you want.
To download the template please visit www.andrewpearson.com.
If you have any questions please call or email us at sales@andrewpearson.us or call
1-800-969-2156.

